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usually is not possible to base consistency and asymptotic normality theorems on the implicit function
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PART

I

1. INTRODUCTION

In a large number of practical situations one meets with the following phenomenon. Estimators are
derived in a non- or semi-parametric problem by ap,Pealing to some generalization of the maximum
likelihood principle. When centred and scaled by yn these estimators turn out to be asymptotically
Gaussian (about the true parameter value) with a covariance structure which is of analogous form to
the inverse Fisher information matrix in a parametric model In fact the estimators are asymptotically
efficient in the sense of achieving the asymptotic bounds of BEGUN et al. (1983); see also WELLNER
( 1985) or BICKEL et al. ( 1987).
Our aim in these notes is to offer an explanation for these coincidences. Some particular cases in
which they occur are the following: estimation of an unknown distribution function by the empirical
distribution function (based on n independent and identically distributed observations); estimation of
an unknown distribution function by the Kaplan-Meier or product-limit estimator based on n censored survival times; estimation of cumulative or .integrated intensities (hazard rates) in Markov or
semi-Markov processes by the Aalen-Nelson estimator (empirical cumulative hazard function) based
on possibly censored observation of the process; estimation of regression coefficients and integrated
base-line hazard in Cox's (1972) regression model by Cox's maximum partial likelihood estimator;
estimation of an unknown distribution function in VARDI's (1985) selection bias models (see GILL &
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WELLNER (1986)); and so on. Of course there are also well-known models where non-parametric maximum likelihood fails completely, and some very important models where the question is completely
open.
The above examples should make it clear that by a non-parametric model we really mean: a model
with an infinite-dimensional parameter space, for example a space of distribution functions or cumulative hazard functions. By a parametric model we mean a model with finite dimensional (Euclidean)
parameter. A semi-parametric model has components of both types. In the examples there are even
more parallels between non-parametric and parametric maximum likelihood estimation. For instance
computation of the non-parametric maximum likelihood estimator (NPMLE) reduces to a formal
parametric MLE problem, with as many parameters as observations. The inverse observed Fisher
information for this pseudo-problem typically turns out to yield a consistent estimate of the covariance structure of the NPMLE in the original problem.
In attempting to explain these coincidences between non-parametric and parametric MLE we take a
deliberately naieve approach. We shall only consider asymptotic results for situations with n independent and identically distributed observations, letting n tend to oo (the i.i.d. case). We only consider
maximum likelihood estimators which are solutions of the likelihood equations (or score equations):
derivative of log likelihood equals zero. For our large sample results we rely on the 8-method, i.e. on
first order Taylor expansion. We do need to apply this method in an infinite-dimensional context, i.e.
as the von Mises method. Here we make use of REEDS' (1976) elegant theory of von Mises expansions
and von Mises-clifferentiation based on the so-called compact or Hadamard derivative. However within
this approach we make the naieve choice of topology on the space of distribution functions: namely
that based on the supremum norm. Finally we make as many regularity assumptions - on existence
of derivatives of various kinds, on the legitimacy of the interchange of clifferentiation and integration,
etc. - as are needed to make the proofs work.
Because of all these self-imposed restrictions it is not surprising that our final result is rather weak:
we can only show (for a certain type of model, and under many regularity conditions) that if an
NPMLE is consistent in a certain strong sense, then it is asymptotically Gaussian and in fact efficient:
the limiting covariance structure can be interpreted as the inverse Fisher information, and no better
limiting distribution is possible. Typical examples suggest that consistency has to be established by
direct arguments specific for each particular case. However we do at least in general have a form of
Fisher consistency, which makes proper consistency plausible.
By restricting the tools we use and concentrating on special cases we only obtain weak results.
Clearly a more powerful and abstract approach is needed to get a mathematically attractive theory.
However our approach is at least fairly accessible and it does show that a general theory is worth
establishing. Also it really does give an explanation for the coincidences we described right at the
start. The explanation can be summarized as follows: a sensibly defined non-parametric maximum
likelihood estimator will also be the maximum likelihood estimate in any parametric submodel which
happens to include or pass through the point given by the NPMLE. For smooth parametric submodels the NPMLE solves the likelihood equations. So even in non-parametric problems we can sometimes consider the NPMLE as a solution of the likelihood equations (score function equals zero)
corresponding to every parametric submodel passing through it. In fact in many examples the
NPMLE is uniquely determined by this property, even when attention is restricted to a (sufficiently
large) subfamily of parametric submodels. Now, supposing the NPMLE to be consistent, we can hope
to identify its limiting distribution by imitating the traditional proof of asymptotic normality of the
MLE, which is based on a first order Taylor expansion of the score function. Key roles are played by
the facts that, at the true parameter value, the score function has expectation zero while its variance
equals minus the expectation of its derivative. All these properties have analogues in the infinite
dimensional case, and indeed we can carry through (in Part II) an analogue of the traditional proof.
In a number of problems the actual definition of the NPMLE has been the subject of much discussion. In these problems we are given a model for continuously distributed observations which does
not have a single obvious analogue for the discrete case, while in order to define the NPMLE a

•
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discrete extension of the model seems to be required. Different discrete extensions sometimes lead to
different NPMLE's. Our results suggest that, as far as large sample properties are concerned, one can
better try to extend score functions .in as smooth a way as possible than to try to extend the whole
model is some natural way.
2. VON MISES CALCULUS AND COMPACT DIFFERENTIABILITY

2.1. Gateaux, Hadamard or Frechet?
In these notes differentiation in infinite-dimensional spaces will tum up in various guises. We are
going to consider estimates as functions of the empirical distribution of the data, and hence need in
order to apply the ~-method, to differentiate with respect to distribution functions. This is the idea of
the von Mises method. Also we need to take derivatives of log likelihood and of score functions with
respect to the parameters of our models, themselves distribution functions or such like. In fact the
NPMLE will be considered as an implicitly defined function of the empirical distribution function of
the data, namely as the solution of the likelihood equation (itself depending on model parameter and
on empirical distribution function). Finally the theory of asymptotic information inequalities for estimation in semi-parametric models is based on differentiation in certain &-spaces of root densities.
Here we follow REEDS (1976) and FERNHOLZ (1983) (unfortunately Reeds' work is not widely available) in using compact or Hadamard differentiability to get a really useful von Mises theory. Just as
Reeds we introduce it in an abstract setting which allows comparison with the more familiar Gateaux
and Frechet derivatives. Excellent surveys of the whole field are given by AVERBUKH & SMOLYANOV
(1967, 1968). Especially appropriate is the quotation from Tolstoy which opens the first paper: "How

simple and clear this is" thought Pierre, "How could I not have known this before".
Nice applications of Reeds' approach, in proving asymptotic results for the jackknife and the
bootstrap, are contained in REEDS (1978) and BICKEL & FREEDMAN (1981; Sections 3 and 8) respectively. We will further discuss the application of compact differentiability to the bootstrap in Section
2.4. VAN DER VAART (1987; Chapter 4) gives results on efficiency of compactly differentiable functionals of efficient estimators.
The abstract differentiability theory we are going to discuss is usually formulated in the context of
locally convex topological vector spaces. The theory of weak convergence, which we want to link up
with differentiability, also exists for random elements of topological spaces, but it is not familiar and
it is also more complicated unless the space is actually a metric space. We shall therefore consider
both theories in what might be considered as the intersection of these two classes of spaces, namely in
normed vector spaces. The main applications will concern Rk and D(iii), the space of cadlag (right
continuous with left-hand limits) real functions on the extended real interval [- oo,oo]. We shall
endow D(iii) with ~e supremum norm, i.e. for xeD(R), llxll = sup1 lx(t)I. (Under the usual
Skorohod metric, D(R) is not even a topological vector space: addition is not a continuous operation!). To avoid the separability and measurability problems which usually motivate the choice of the
Skorohod metric for D[O,l], we shall work with POLLARD (1984) and GAENSSLER's (1984) weak convergence theory, which generalizes that of BILLINGSLEY (1968) by allowing the a-algebra on the space,
by reference to which random elements of that space are defined, to be different from (and generally
smaller than) the Borel a-algebra. We shall return to this topic later.
So let B 1 and B 2 denote two normed vector spaces. In specific applications these spaces will often
be complete, i.e. will be Banach spaces, but they will often not be separable. Let q,:B 1~B 2 be some
function. How should we define differentiability of 4> at some point x of B 1? Differentiability means
that q, can be well-approximated by a continuous, linear map near x. But the term "wellapproximated" can be interpreted in many ways. Let us first define the "remainder" of such an
approximation, and then give a whole class of ways of saying that this remainder is small close to x.
DEFINITION 1. For given q,, given x, and a given continuous linear function
the rem.ail}der of q, at x + h, Rem(x +h), by

d4>(x):B 1 ~B 2

we define
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#_x+h) = #_x)+d#_x).h+Rem(x+h)

(1)

Here h varies in B 1 , though if q, is only defined in some neighbourhood of x then Rem(x + h) is only
defined for h in some neighbourhood of zero. Of course d#_x).h =O when h =O, and Rem(x +O)=O
too. We will say that q, is differentiable at x, with derivative d#_x) at that point, if Rem(x+h) is of
smaller order than hash tends to 0:
DEFINITION 2. Let £ be a collection of subsets of B i. let t E IR.
Then q, is £-differentiable at x with derivative d#_x) if 'r/ SE£
Rem(x+th)
t

~

0 as t ~ 0 uniformlym
· hES

(2)

.

Different choices of £ now correspond to requiring the linear approximation of q, to be more or less
uniformly good as one moves towards x from different directions h. Three important and common
choices are given in the next definition:
DEFINITION 3.
When £ = all singletons of B 1, q, is called Gateaux or directionally differentiable.
When £ = all compact subsets of B 1, q, is called Hadamard or compactly differentiable.
When £ = all bounded subsets of B 1, q, is called Frechet or boundedly differentiable.
Clearly bounded differentiability (of q, at x) implies compact differentiability, and that implies directional differentiability. The derivative d#_x) remains the same. In applications one often determines
the form of the derivative by computing the Gateaux derivative acting on h, d#_x ).h, for a collection
of directions h which span B 1 • This in turn comes down to computing the ordinary derivative (with
respect to tEIR) of the mapping t~#_x+th), at the point t=O.
When B 1 = IR (with the usual topology) all three definitions of differentiability are equivalent. In
llik, k > 1, Hadamard and Frechet differentiability are equivalent and strictly stronger than Gateaux
differentiability. More generally the three are all different. Note also that in Rk, k~l, Hadamard and
Frechet differentiability are equivalent to ordinary differentiability. The continuous linear map d#_x)
can be identified with the vector of partial derivatives

~(x ),
uX;

i = 1, ... , k; each an element of B 2 •

Reeds' major point is that in statistical applications where B 1 contains empirical and underlying
distribution functions and #.Fn) is some statistical quantity of interest, Gateaux differentiability of q,
at the underlying or true distribution function F is too weak to be of any use at all in theorem proving (it only supplies a heuristic tool for suggesting what theorem could be proved), while Frechet
differentiability is so strong that hardly any interesting statistical functionals q, are differentiable at all.
On the other hand Hadamard differentiability is exactly attuned to statistical applications and nicely
separates analytical considerations about q, from probabilistic considerations about Fn. SERFLING
(1980; chapter 6) only works with Gateaux and Frechet differentiability. To get a useful Gateaux
theory, he generalizes the concept to a notion of 'Stochastic differentiability'. However this comes
close to assuming what has to be proved, namely 'the remainder term is <>p(l)'; more importantly,
analytic and stochastic considerations are not separated. In this way the theory gains in power but
loses in elegance. POLLARD (1985) has another interesting concept of stochastic differentiability.
To motivate our further exploration of Hadamard differentiability, let us state a preliminary version
of the '6-method' theorem. Here weak convergence is understood in the usual (BILLINGSLEY, 1968)
sense. In it, Xn might play the role of an empirical distribution function, considered as a random element of B 1 , and µ would then be the true distribution function:
THEOREM 1. (THE 6-METHOD, PRELIMINARY VERSION.) Suppose q,:B1~B2 is Hadamard differentiable
at p.EB 1 and measurable with respect to the Borel a-algebras on B 1 and B 2. Suppose Xn is a sequence of
,,
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.1-

.1-

6j)

random elements of B 1 such that n 2 (Xn - µ.)--?Z (in B 1) and such that n 2 (Xn - µ.) is tight. Then
.1-

6j)

n 2 (#.Xn)-q,(p.))--?dq,(p.).Z (in B2).

(3)

I

The theorem is also true when the sequence n 2 is replaced by a sequence of positive real constants
an--?OO as n--?oo. In separable, complete spaces weak convergence implies tightness, but this is not
generally true ! The proof of the theorem is left as an exercise for the reader. Use the definition of
compact differentiability, drawing the following correspondences:

t 4<---? 1/ y n
X

+th

4<---?Xn

x 4<---?µ.
h4<---? yn(Xn - µ.)

Rem(x +th) 4<-~yn(#.Xn)-4><.µ.))-dq,(_µ.). yn(Xn -µ.)
t
As previously mentioned, we shall later need a generalized version of this theorem. However it
allows us to highlight an important point. In a typical statistical application we start with a statistical
quantity Tn considered as a function of an empirical distribution function. Subject to their containing
some representation of Fn and of Tn =4><.Fn) for possible realizations of an empirical distribution function Fn, the actual choice of the spaces B 1 arid B 2 , and especially of their topologies, is up to us. Also
the definition of cp acting on elements of B 1 which are not empirical distribution functions is up to us.
Making the topology on B 1 finer (more open sets, and thereby less compact sets) makes Hadamard
differentiability and measurability of cp easier to verify, but makes weak convergence and tightness of
n 2 (Xn - µ.) harder to verify. So a delicate trade-off can be made between establishing analytical properties of cp and probabilistic properties of Xno leading perhaps to a different choice of topology for
each different statistical functional one considers. Reeds is a master in these matters. We shall ignore
these possibilities by making a naieve choice of topology (based on the supremum norm) in all the
examples we look at. The many arbitrary choices involved here are avoided in VAN ZWET's (1984)
projection approach: #.Fn) is optimally linearly approximated in & sense. A disadvantage is that the
approximation is generally different for each n, and hard to evaluate explicitly. Also it depends on the
precise probabilistic behaviour of Fn.
2.2. Properties of Hadamard differentiation

Characterizations of differentiability.
Always taking t ER and hn , h EB 1 , we have two very useful equivalent definitions of Hadamard
differentiability. These are that cp is Hadamard differentiable at x with derivative dq,(_x) if and only if
Rem(x+thn)
---'------?0 ":/ t--?0, ":/
t

hn~hEB1

(4)

and if and only if

Rem(x+thn)
-------?0 ":/ t--?0, ":/ compact K<;;,B1 and sequences hn with d(hnoK)--?0. (5)
t
Here d(h,K) = infkeKllh -kll. One can also replace "t" by elements of a sequence tn. Also one can
restrict attention to tn >0 in each case, taking limits as just n"' oo. These characterizations are related
to the fact that in line 2 of Definition 3, ~ can be replaced by the larger class of all sequentially compact subsets of B 1 •
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Differentiation tangentially to a subspace.
We shall find it extremely useful to consider a weaker kind of Hadamard differentiability in which we
only consider, in (4), sequences hnEBi with limits hEH where His a subspace of Bi. We say then
that .p is Hadamard differentiable (at x) tangentially to the subspace H : taking again tER and
hn EB i, we require
t-iRem(x+thn)~O, V t~O, V hn~hEH.

(6)

This is stronger than supposing .p to be differentiable (at x) inside or along or restricted to hn in the
subspace H. We will also apply definition (6) in the case when .p is defined on some subset E <;;;,Bi
(generally not a subspace itself), but possessing a tangent space H at x: for all h EH there exist
hn~h, tn( ER+ )~O, such that x +tnhn EE 'rt n. When 4> is differentiable tangentially. to H, its
derivative d<P(x) is only defined as a continuous linear map from H to B 2 • However when B 2 is a
Euclidean space, extensions from Bi to B 2 exist (Hahn-Banach theorem).

The chain rule.
A most important property of Hadamard differentiation is that it satisfies the chain rule: if <f>:Bi~B 2
and t[l:B 2 ~B 3 are Hadamard differentiable at xEBi and 4>(x)EB 2 respectively, then t[lo.p:B 1 ~B 3 is
Hadamard differentiable at x with derivative do/(<P(x)).d<P(x) (a continuous linear map from B 1 to B 3).
In fact Hadamard differentiability is the weakest form of differentiation which satisfies the chain rule,
and yet another equivalent definition is: .p is differentiable at x if and only if for all o/ : R~B i which
are differentiable (in the ordinary sense) at 0 and satisfy o/(O)=x, 4>°'11 : R~B 2 is also differentiable
(in the ordinary sense) with derivative d<P(x).do/(O).
The chain rule also holds for Hadamard differentiation tangentially to a subspace provided the subspaces match up properly.
Inverse and implicit function theorems.
Since we are going to study estimators which are implicitly defined as solutions of an estimating equation, it is very natural to hope that an abstract version of the implicit function theorem will be applicable. Supposing t[l:B 1 XB 2 ~B 2 to be a given function, the implicit function theorem gives conditions for existence and differentiability of a mapping .p:B 1~B 2 which supplies a solution y EB 2 to the
equation o/(x,y)=O, for any given xEB 1: so .p must satisfy o/(x,<P(x))=O (perhaps just in the neighbourhood of a particular point x 0 EB 1). Such a theorem also identifies the derivative of.pin terms of
the partial derivatives d1o/ and d2o/ of o/ with respect to x and y : One expects
d<P(x) = -[d2o/(x, <P(x))]- 1d1o/(x, <P(x)).
REEDS (1976) gives a version of such a theorem for Hadamard differentiation. He notably requires
B 2 to be a Banach space and o/ to be continuously differentiable (with respect to both arguments
jointly) in a neighbourhood of (x 0 ,y 0 ) where o/(x 0 ,y0 )=0. Continuous differentiability means that the
derivative do/(x,y) varies continuously (with respect to the topology of uniform convergence on compact subsets of B 1 XB 2 ; see REEDS (1976) Appendix A) as the point (x,y) varies at which the derivative is taken. By means of some examples we later show that such a theorem will not be applicable to
the NPMLE in the problems which motivated this study; at least not when the naieve choice of topology is made: continuous differentiability fails to hold. This is a very delicate matter; and there are
errors concerning exactly this point in REID (1981) and in CROWLEY & TSAI (1985). REEDS (1976;
Appendix A) shows that with continuous differentiability, Gateaux, Hadamard and Frechet theories
more or less coincide. We did not succeed in getting around this problem by use of a more sophisticated topology. However Reeds makes impressive use of the implicit function theorem when studying
(finite-dimensional) M-estimators. (He also makes some confusing errors. See HEESTERMAN (1987) for
a corrected presentation).
An alternative and far less deep type of implicit function theorem is used by FERNHOLZ (1983). By
explicitly assuming existence and a kind of pre-differentiability of the solution .p, she obtains
~
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differentiability and identifies the derivative as before under far weaker conditions on 1[1. In particular
1/1 need only be differentiable at the point (x 0 ,y 0 ). We essentially take this approach (the other having
failed), though since pre-differentiability is really as hard to verify as differentiability itself, we prefer
for simplicity to assume that too!
Similar remarks to the above can be made on the subject of inverse function theorems, concerning
the existence, differentiability, and identification of the derivative of an inverse f/>=1[1- 1 :Bi-+B 2 of a
given mapping 1/1 : B 2--+B 1.

The delta method
Here we discuss the notion of weak convergence of GAENSSLER (1984) and
finally present a definitive version of Theorem 1.
Let B be a normed vector space endowed with a a-algebra ~. such that

POLLARD

(1984), and

~'C~C~",

where~' and~" are the a-algebras generated by the open balls
Thus~" is the Borel a-algebra; when Bis separable,~' = ~".
DEFINITION

and the open sets respectively of B.

4. (weak convergence). Let Xn be a sequence of random elements of (B, ~) and let X be
6j)

another random element of that space. We say Xn converges weakly (or in distribution) to X, Xn-+X if!
:B-+~.

Ef (Xn)-+Ef (X) for all bounded, continuous, measurable f

It turns out that all the usual weak convergence theorems remain valid under this broader definition,
provided that X takes values in a separable subset of B; this applies in particular to the continuous
mapping theorem and to the Skorohod - Dudley - Wichura almost-sure representation theorem, which
we now state:
6j)

T'HEoREM

2. (Skorohod-Dudley-Wichura). Suppose Xn-+X in (B, ~), where X takes values in a separ-

able subset of B. Then there exists a sequence Xn'• X' defined on a single probability space, such that
6j)

6j)

Xn' =Xn for all n, X' =X and Xn' -+X' almost surely.
6j)

Of course, X' = X means that the probability measures they induce on (B, ~) coincide; equivalently
(this is a theorem!) Ef(X')=Ef(X) for all bounded, continuous, measurable real f.
Considering Theorem 2 and the characterization (4) of differentiability by convergence of sequences
enables us to prove the following theorem, in which both the 8-method (9) and a 'weak Bahadur
representation' (8) are given:
THEOREM 3. (8-method, final version). Suppose q,:Bi-+B 2 is compactly differentiable at a point p.EBi
and measurable with respect to a-algebras ~I and ~2 (each nested between the open-ball and Borel a...!..

6j)

algebras). Suppose Xn is a sequence of random elements of Bi such that Zn=n 2 (Xn-p.)-+Z in B.,
where the distribution of Z is concentrated on a separable subset of Bi· Suppose addition: B 2 X B 2--+B 2
is measurable. Then
I

I

I

6j)

(n 2 (Xn -µ.), n 2 (q,(Xn)-q,(p.))-dq,{p.}n 2 (Xn -µ.)) -+(Z, 0)

(7)

in Bi XB 2 and consequently (in particular)
...!..

...!..

p

n 2 (q,(Xn)-q,{p.))-dq,(p.)·n 2 (Xn -p.)-+0,

(8)
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(9)

d#p.):B 1 ~B 2 can be shown to follow from measurability of cf>. The
theorem is also true when cf> is only differentiable tangentially to a linear subspace on which the distribution of Z is concentrated, provided its derivative is continuous, linear and measurable on all of B 1 •

REMARK 1. Measurability of

REMARK 2. Continuing on measurability questions, we note that in the theorem we should have

specified a-algebras on B 1 XB 2 and B 2 XB 2, and also a norm on B 1 XB 2. For x=(xi.x2)EB 1 XB 2,
we define llxll=max(llxill,llx 211). We give product spaces their product a-algebras. If B 1 and B 2 are
D(R'f and/or Rq for some finite p and q, and q>, 1 and % are the open-ball a-algebras, then all product a-algebras are also the open-ball a-algebras with re~ect to the max norm. These facts follow
from the characterization of the open ball a-algebra on D(R) as the a-algebra generated by the coordinate mappings or projections x~x(t).
of the ~roof of this theorem, leaving measurability questions to the
interested reader. Since Zn =n (Xn -µ)~Zin (B, q)) with Z's distribution concentrated on a separPROOF.

We sketch the main

p~t
2

6D

6j)

able subset, there exist Zn', Z' on a single probability space with Zn'=Zn, Z'=Z, and
Now define Xn'=µ+n

_ _!_
2

Zn'~Z'

a.s.

6j)

Zn'; we have Xn'=Xn for each n. By compact differentiability of cp, and
I

I

using (4) with tn=n -T, hn=Zn', we have n T (cf>(Xn')-f[>{p.))~d#p.)-Z'a.s .. Also by continuity of
d#p.), d#p.)·Zn'~d#p.)-Z' a.s.. Thus
I

I

I

(n T (Xn'-µ), n T (cf>(Xn')-f[>(p.))-d#p.)·n T (Xn'-µ)) ~ (Z',0) a.s.

(10)

Since convergence a.s. implies convergence in distribution, and the left hand sides of (7) and (10) have
D
the same distribution for each n, we get (7).

A useful lemma
In m8EY applications the mapping cf> is only a priori defined on certain members of B 1, e.g. elements
of D (R) which are actually distribution functions. One could set about choosing a particular extension
to all of B 1 such that the hypotheses of Theorem 3 are satisfied in each particular application. The
following lemma shows that the choice of extension is irrelevant: one need only verify (4) for
sequences which can occur in practice: a differentiable extension exists iff (4) holds when it is needed.
LEMMA 1. Suppose xEECBI> cp:E~B 2, and Eis a neighbourhood of x. Suppose there exists a continuous linear map dcf>(x):B1~B2 such that for all tn~O (tnER) and hn~hEB1 such that xn=x+tnhnEE
for all n,

t; 1 (cf>(x+tnhn)-cf>(x))~dcf>(x).h as n~oo.

Then cf> can be extended to B 1 in such a way that it is differentiable at x, and any such extension has
derivative dcf>(x) at x.
PROOF.

The existence of an extension, differentiable at x, is easily established by the choice

cf>(x+h)=cf>(x)+dcf>(x).h for x+htt.E. The fact that for given 0=/=hEB 1 and for arbitrary t:>O and an

arbitrary neighbourhood of h one can find t'ER with O<lt'l<t: and h' in the neighbourhood with
x +t'h' EE shows that this extension is indeed differentiable with derivative dcf>(x ). The same fact
shows also that any differentiable extension has the same derivative. D
~
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A similar result can be given for differentiability tangentially to a subspace. We leave the details to
the reader. Of course the derivative is then not unique outside the subspace.

2.3. Examples.
The following simple examples illustrate the different kinds of problem which can arise when applying
the previous theory, and in particular Theorem 3 and Lemma 1, to proving asymptotic normality of a
statistical quantity, considered as a function of the empirical distribution function.
The examples concern independent and identically distributed observations on the real line. We
make this restriction because in later application to non-parametric maximum likelihood estimation
we work with parameters which are distribution functions or cumulative hazard functions on the real
line. The observations may be multivariate.
The specific examples we consider here are the sample median or another sample quantile, and the
two-sample Wilcoxon test. Thus if Fn and Gm are empirical distribution functions based on independent random samples of size n and m from distributions F and G on R respectively, we look at
asymptotic normality of cf>(_Fn)=F;; 1(p), pE(O, 1) and of cf>(_Fn,Gm)= f~ 00 Fn 1(x)dGm(x). We want to
2
obtain these results by using only the well-known weak convergence of n (Fn - F) in D (iii) (and
similarly for Gm) and differentiability of the function q, in each case. The first example (also considered by REEDS, 1976) is purely illustrative; however the second is relevant to non-parametric maximum likelihood estimation since the functional (F,G)~fFdG plays an important role in very many of
the examples from survival analysis, Markov processes, etc.
1
2
First of all we restate Donker's theorem - concerning weak convergence of n (Fn - F) - in the generalized set up of Section 2.2. Let Xi, ... ,Xn be i.i.d. real random variables with distribution function
F and empirical distribution function Fn. Both are elements of D(R), which we endow with the
supremum norm and the open-ball o-algebra ~- Then
J_

-

6j)

n 2 (Fn-F)~B 0 °F in (D(R),~)
where B 0 is the Brownian bridge on [0,1] (a Gaussian process with continuous sample paths and
cov(B 0 (s),B 0 (t))=s(l-t) for O:s;;;s=s;;;t=s;;;l). The sample paths of B 0 °Flie in the separable subspace of
D(R) consisting of functions continuous except at the points of discontinuity of F.
This version of Donker's theorem is stronger than the usual version, in which weak convergence
-

holds in D(R) endowed with the Skorohod topology and its Borel o-algebra. In general, if
-

(D(R), Skorohod), and Z has continuous sample paths, then

6j)

Zn~z

6j)

Zn~z

in

-

in (D(R), supremum norm). So

for applications to other objects than empirical distribution functions, it is usually easy to switch from
classical to generalized weak convergence.
The following corollary (to Theorem 3 and Donker's theorem) shows what happens when B 2 =R,
and makes the connection to the well-known influence curve of robust statistics. (See e.g. HAMPEL et
al., 1986).
CoROLLARY 1. Suppose <f>:(D(R),11.ll)~R is Hadamard differentiable at F and suppose cf>(_Fn) is a random variable, where Fn is the empirical distribution function based on n independent and identically distributed observations Xi, ... ,Xn from a distribution Fon R. Then
J_

n

2

6j)

(cf>(_Fn)-cf>(_F))~dcf>(_F).Z

(11)

where Z=B 0°F and B 0 is a Brownian bridge on [0,1]. In fact dcf>(_F).Z is a normally distributed random variable with mean zero and (finite) variance that of
dcf>(_F).(F1 -F) = IC(q,;F,X1),
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the influence curve of q,(Fn) evaluated at x =X1 :
A.I( 1- t)F +t I 11 )-A.IF)
'I'\
[x,
IC(cp;F,x) = fun 'I'\
t
t->0

•

Also
_.!_

n 2 (q,(Fn)-q,(F))-n

_ _.!_
2

n

p

.~ IC(cp;F,X;)~O.

1=!

In fact cp need only be Hadamard differentiable, tangentially to the subspace of D(iii) consisting of
functions whose points of discontinuity fall in the set of discontinuity points of F. This fact is vital to
our applications.
Consider a statistic Tn which is a p'th quantile of the empirical distribution function Fn; i.e.

Fn(Tn - ):;;;.p .;;;,Fn(Tn);

O<p < 1.

(12)

This inequality does not generally uniquely define Tn as a function of Fn but that will not be important. We do suppose that Tn is a function of Fn (i.e. is a symmetric function of then observations). So
we are given Tn =q,(Fn) for some function cp on the set of distribution functions, and (12) holds. (We
suppose cp is measurable, but ignore measurability questions from now on.). The next lemma, in _£<>mbination with lemma 1 and the remark following it, shows that cp can be extended to all of D(lll) in
such a way that it is differentiable at F, tangentially to the subspace of functions continuous at the
p'th quantile of F, provided F itself has a positive derivative (in the ordinary sense) at its p'th quantile
(which is consequently uniquely defined). To make the notation lighter we write x for F and shift
both p and the p'th quantile to the origin.
2. Let xED(iii) be fixed and nondecreasing, and satisfl x(O)=O, x is differentiable at 0 with
positive derivative x'(O). Let hn be a sequence of elements of D (~) and tn a sequence of elements of~+
LEMMA

11.11

such that hn~h,

tn~o,

and his continuous at 0. Define Xn =x +tnhn and suppose On E~ satisfies
(13)

Then
o/n = t;; 1 0n~-h(O)!x'(O) as n~oo.
Before proving the Lemma, we illustrate the result by a sketch of the behaviour of Xn and x near the
origin. Each coordinate axis has been rescaled by a factor 1I tn.
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FIGURE 1. Derivative of <P(x)=x- 1(0)
PROOF OF LEMMA 2. Suppose that we have already established that the rescaling in Figure 1 is legitimate; i.e. fun suplo/nl<M for some M<oo. Consider t;; 1xn(tnu) for ue[-M,M]. We have for
ue[-M,M]

Xn(tnu+) = X(tnu)+tnhn(tnU)

(14)

x(tnu) = tnu.x'(O)+o(tn) uniformly in u.

(15)

So substituting (15) in (14) and (14) in (13) with u =ifln, hn =tno/n, we obtain since o/n e[- M,M]

lno/n.X'(O)+o(tn)+tnhn(tno/n -)o;;;;Oo;;;;

(16)

.;;;;; In lfn .x'(0) + o(tn) +lnhn (tn o/n)
As n~oo, tnifln~o, so by uniform convergence of hn to hand continuity of hat 0 we obtain on dividing (16) throughout by In
(lim sup o/n).x'(O)+h(O)o;;;;Oo;;;;(lim inf o/n).x'(O)+h(O)

lim o/n = -h(O)!x'(O).
It remains to establish that fun suplo/nl<oo. Now because x'(O)>O and x is nondecreasing 3a>O
and c>O such that (see Figure 2)

or

x(u);;;:.cu o.;;;;uo;;;;a
x(u);;;:.ca

a.;;;;u

Let A < oo be an upper bound to lhn I on

iii for all n. Then

cu-tnA O.;;;;u.;;;;a
Xn(u) = x(u)+tnhn(u);;;:. { ca-tnA ao;;;;u
Thus if n is sufficiently large that ca-tnA>O, we have Xn(u)>O for u>tnA!c. Similarly Xn(u)<O for
u<-tnA!c for large enough n. Since Xn(8n-).;;;;Oo;;;;xn(8n) we must have 18nl.;;;;tnA1c for large enough
D
n and hence fun suplo/nlo;;;;A/c<oo.
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FIGURE

2. Proof of fun suplo/nl<oo.

Taking Lemma 1 of Section 2.2. into account, we obtain the following corollaries, where E CD(R) is
the set of distribution functions on R.

2. Let x E E be such that x is differentiable at the point OE(O, 1), and x(O)=p, x'(O)>O.
Suppose cp:E ~ [O, 1] satisfies

COROLLARY

y(cp(y)-)~p~(cp(y))

for ally in some neighbourhood of x._Then cp can be extended to D(iii) so as to be Hadamard
differentiable at x tangentially to {hED(R):h is continuous at O}, with derivative
dcp(x).h

=

-h(O)lx'(O).

Note that the derivative is indeed a continuous linear map from (D(iii), II.II) to R. Combining this with
Corollary 1 gives
COROLLARY 3. If Tn is a p'th quantile of an empirical distribution function Fn based on a random sample of size n from a distribution F with F(O)=p, F differentiable at 0 with f(O) = F'(O)>O, then

n +(T. -0)
n

6j) -

~

Bo(F(O))
F'(O)

6j)

N

[o' p(l-p)
f(0)2

l

.

Though we have restricted attention to a quantile of an empirical distribution function based on a
random sample, the method of proof applies to obtaining the limiting distribution of an inverse of
any one-dimensional empirical process: we just need (e.g.) continuous sample paths of the limiting
process. Also the method can be extended to give, via differentiability of the mapping F ~p- I, weak
convergence of the whole quantile process (for a similar approach see VERVAAT (1972)). We summarize the differentiability result, without proof, as a variant of Corollary 2:
PROPOSITION

1. Let x in E be continuously differentiable with positive derivative on an interval
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[a -t:,b+t:], t:>O, a<b. For yEE, let </>(y)EDfpo,Pd denote the right-continuous inverse of y, restricted
to the interval with endpoints p 0 =x(a), p 1 =x(b). _Then q, can be extended so as to be compactly
differentiable at x, tangentially to the space {hED(R):h is continuous on [a-t:,b+t:]} with derivative
1
d<pi,x).h = - [ :, ] 0 x- mapping D[a,b] to D[po,P1\

In our second example we are ag_ain confronted with the problem of extending a functional of empirical distribution functions to D(R). We omit the details of the application to the Wilcoxon statistic,
00
but just recall that this can be constructed from the mapping (F,G)--.:,f _ 00 FdG for two distribution
functions F and G. We shall investigate the differentiability of this rather simple mapping. Surprisingly this is not a trivial matter. More g~erally, one is usually only interested in the mapping
q,(x,y)= f'!: 00 xdy for elements x andy of D(R) which are both of bounded variation. In fact, we can
often without loss of generality suppose that the total variation of the sample counterpart of y (and
indeed of x too) is bounded by a finite_constant (with probability converging to 1 as n--.:,oo). This
motivates the choice of a subset E of D(R)2 to which we will restrict q,:
3. Let E={(x,y)ED(Ri:f' !: 00 ldyl:s;;;;C} and let q,:E--.:,R be defined by q,(x,y)= f'!: 00~dy. Let
(x,y) now be a fixed point of E such that J~ 00 ldx I is finite too. Then q, can be extended to D (R )2 so as
to be Hadamard differentiable at (x,y), with derivative
LEMMA

dq,(x,y}(h,k)

=

J_:

xdk

+

J_:

hdy,

where the integral with respect to k is defined by the integration by parts formula
ation.

if k

is not of finite vari-

Here we interpret integr~tion from - oo to oo as being over the interval ( - oo, oo ]. The integration by
parts formula, for a,b ER, is then

1 I xdk = x(b)k(b)-x(a)k(a) (a,b

f

J(a,b I

k_dx

where k _ is the left-continuous modification of k. Other conventions as to the range of integration
need a corresponding modification of this formula. Note also that the lemma does not assert that a
single extension exists, differentiable at all points in E!
-

-

IHI

IHI

Suppose the sequences tnER+ ,hnED(R), an~ knED(R) satisfy tn--.:,0, hn--.:,h and kn--.:,k.
Define Xn =x+tnhn, Yn =y +tnkn for given x andyED(R) and suppose (xn,Yn)EE for each n.
First we note that the hypothesized derivative is a continuous linear map; i.e.

PROOF.

<J xdkn,J hndy)--.:,(j xdk,

Jhdy) as n--.:,oo,

where we have dropped the range of integration. Now we have
t;; 1(q,{XmYn) - q,{x,y)) - f Xdkn - f hndy = tnf hndkn = f hnd(yn -y).

It therefore suffices to show that fhnd(yn -y)--.:,0 as n--.:,oo; and since
lj(hn-h)d(yn-y)l=s;;;(llhn - hll)(/ldYnl

+

/ldyl)

it suffices to show fhd(yn -y)--.:,0.
For any t:>O there exists h'ED(R) such that h' is a step function with a finite number (say N) of
jumps and llh'-hll:E;;t:. We have

I j(h-h')d(yn-y)j=s;;;t:(jldynl+ /ldyl)=s;;;2t:C
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while, by partial integration,

I/ h'd(yn-y)l~211h'IH[yn-yll
+

llYn-yllfldh'I

~211h'IH[yn-yll
~o

as

+ 2Nllh'IH[yn-yll

n~oo.

Therefore
fun sup!/ hd(yn-y)l~2t:C

and since t: was arbitrary, the result is proved.

D

This proof actually shows that the mapping (x,y)~JV 00 xdy, from E to D(R), can be extended so as
to be differentiable at a point satisfying the hypothesis of the lemma; the derivative is the same with
/~ 00 replaced by /V 00 • This can be applied in the many examples from survival analysis (e.g. estimation of a cumulative hazard rate, k-sample tests) which involve this functional.
Applied to the Wilcoxon test, we obtain a perfectly general result on the asymptotic normality of
f FndGm (i.e. without any continuity restrictions on the underlying distribution functions F and G).
However there is also a negative aspect to Lemma 3. The functional <f> is only differentiable at a
point in (D(R))2 satisfying finite variation properties, and is clearly not differentiable in a whole
neighbourhood of such a point, and certainly not continuously differentiable. One can easily exhibit
sequences Xn~X, kn~k such that f Xndkn""4fxdk. So the implicit function theorem cannot be
applied to proving existence and differentiability of_!Olutions to equations involving this functional; at
least not with the present choice of topology on D(lll).
The proof of Lemma 3 is actually just the usual proof of the Helly-Bray Lemma; see in particular
the version called Helly's theorem in SMIRNOV (1972). One can see exactly the same proof being carried out in a statistical context in BRESLOW & CROWLEY (1974) and in many other papers. Perhaps
one can say that the contribution of Hadamard differentiability in such a context is simply to show
that what is being done is just a verification of differentiability, for instance the whole proof of
Breslow & Crowley truly is "just" an application of the 8-method. One can complete a von Mises
treatment of the product-limit estimator by proving Hadamard differentiability of the functional
x~ITP (1 +dx); see GILL & JOHANSEN (1987). Also, these few examples may appear quite complicated, but once one has established differentiability of· a few key functionals, the chain rule yields
differentiability of a huge class of composite functionals and the elegance of the approach becomes
apparent. For an am.using application see GRU'BEL (1988).
We feel that the extension lemma (Lemma 1), the notion of differentiability tangentially to a subspace, and the use of PoLLARD's (1984) weak convergence theory, considerably streamline REEDS'
(1976) original approach. He for instance used the equivalent definition (5) and outer probability
arguments rather than (4) and the Skorohod-Dudley-Wichura representation theorem. Other measurability and differentiability problems are solved by Reeds, Fernholz and more lately EsTY et al. (1985)
and TAYLOR (1985) by constructing continuous modifications of empirical distribution functions and
then working in qo, 1]. This means that their theorems apply in the first place to approximations of
the original statistics of interest, and are only applicable when the underlying distribution function F
is continuous. Justification of all these ad hoe approximations distracts from the simplicity of the
basic 8-method.
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2.4. The 8-method and the bootstrap
Bootstrapping involves taking random samples from the empirical distribution Fn. Thus if we want to
show that "the bootstrap works" for estimating the distribution of a statistic <P<..Fn) by calculating the
distribution of #..Fn) given Fn, where F,, is the empirical distribution based on a sample of size n from
Fn, it seems as though we need smoothness of cp not just at F but also in its neighbourhood. For
instance, PARR (1985a,b) uses the continuous (Frechet) differentiability of some functionals, following
REEDS (1978) and BICKEL & FREEDMAN (1981), to treat jackknife and bootstrap. (CLARKE (1983,
1984) and REEDS (1976) show that M-estimators have these properties). See also YANG (1985). However, just Hadamard differentiability at a point, or a very weak form of continuous Hadamard
differentiability, are sufficient to get some weak bootstrap results. Here we briefly give some of these;
related work has been done by LOHSE (1988) and Lm, SINGH & Lo (1986). Essentially we show that
'the bootstrap works if the 8-method works'; both give asymptotically the same answer. Of course it is
often the case that the bootstrap works better, but our theory says nothing on this matter.
We only consider the case when the X;'s are real so that (for our first result) the 'probability
6j)

transform' works: X;=F(U;) where U; is uniform [0,1]; the idea of using this for the bootstrap comes
from SHORACK & WELLNER (1985, Ch. 2.3.). Let Fn be the empirical d.f. based on Xi, ... ,Xn, the first
n of an infinite sequence of real i.i.d. random variables with distribution function F. Let

B 1 =(D(i),11-11) endowed with the open-ball a-algebra. Let

F,,

be a bootstrap sample of size n from

Fn.
THEOREM 4. (Strong consistency of the bootstrap under weak continuous compact differentiability).

Suppose cp:B 1-?B 2 is measurable and continuously compact differentiable at x=F, in the sense that
IFll

IHI

Xn-?X, hn-?h, tn-70ER implies
#..Xn

+ tnhn)

- <P<..xn) -?dqi(x)-h

tn
where dcf>(._x):B 1-?B 2 is continuous, and linear. Then
6j)

J_

n 2 (qi(F,,) - #..Fn))-7dcf>(._F)-B 0 °F a.s.
I

2
Note that this is also the limiting distribution of n (#..Fn - cf>(._F)).
IHI

PROOF. We have a.s. Fn-?F. Moreover, given Fn
..L

6j)

J_

n 2 (Fn-Fn)=n 2 (lfn-t)°Fn
where

lfn is the empirical d.f. based on n i.i.d. uniform [0,1] r.v.'s and' is the identity mapping. Now
..L

6j)

n 2 (lfn-i)-7B 0 in D([O, l]),IHI.
6j)

By the Skorohod-Dudley-Wichura representation theorem there exist
..!..

IHI

n 2 (lfn' - t)-7B 0 'a.s.
Define Fn'= lfn°Fn. Given Fi,F2, ... s.t.llFn-Fll--70, we have
..L

6j)

..L

n 2 (F,, - Fn)=n 2 (F,,' - Fn)·

V:' = ifn,

6j)

B 01 = B 0 , with
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Moreover by continuity of the paths of B 01 ,
..!..
2

n

(K'
n -

F.)
n = n

..!..
2

IHI

(U:'
n - i)oF.n~BO' oF.·

By the definition of continuous compact differentiability of </>, and the assumption llFn -

Fll~O,

I

n 2 (</>(£;/) - </>(Fn))~d</>(F)·B 01 °F.
Therefore

on the event {llFn - Fll~O}; i.e. almost surely.

D

The above theorem used the 'probability transform'. For the next result we also use a technique
specific to R 1, but less strong, so that there is hope for an extension. Suppose also </> is now only ordinarily compact differentiable at x = F; i.e.

</>(x + tnhn)-<P(x)
tn

-----~d</>(x)·h

IHI

for hn ~h,

tn~OER.

We would like to prove that

when e(·) means: "the distribution of'. To make sense of this we need to metricize Pollard's more
general weak convergence concept; this can be done using the bounded-Lipschitz metric; POLLARD
(1984, p. 74). However we prefer not to introduce that here. Since for some applications we would
like</> to take values in a non-separable space, e.g. D(iii),ll·ll, it would also be undesirable to restrict
attention to separable B 2, for which the well-known Uvy-Prohorov metric
d(Pi.P2) = inf{t::P1(A).;;;;;P2(A()+£ 'VA
metricizes weak convergence (here A< is

E~}

tpe union of all open £-balls around points of A). A

sensible

2

compromise is to look at functionals \fl(n (<l>(Fn) - </>(Fn))), where t{I maps B 2 into a separable space,
e.g. R 1. Note that on R 1,

d(Pi.P 2 )

= inf{t::P 1(-oo,t].;;;;;P 2(-oo,t+t:)+t:,
P 2(-oo,t].;;;;;P 1(-oo,t+t:)+t: 'Vt}

and if P(-oo,t] is continuous in t, then

d(Pn ,P)~O~sup{jPn(-oo,t]-P(-oo,tJl}~O.
I

F:z, </> be as before, except now </> is only
required to be ordinarily compact differentiable at x =F. Let t{l:B 2 ~R be measurable and continuous at
all points of a subset of B 2 in which d</>(F)·B 0 °F lies with probability one. Then

THEOREM 5. (Weak consistency of bootstrap). Let Fn,

p

..l..

d(e• (\fl(n 2 (<l>(F:z)-<l>(Fn)))),e(\fl{d</>(F)- B 00F)))~O

as n~oo. In particular,

if \fl(d</>(F)-B00F) has a continuous distribution,

..l..

p

suplP*[\fl{n 2 (<l>(F:z) - </>(Fn))).;;;;;t] - P[\fl(d</>(F)-B 00F).;;;;;tJl~O
"''

t
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as n~oo. (f..*,p• denote bootstrap distributions, for fixed Fn).
First use the Skorohod-Dudley-Wichura representation theorem to construct a sequence

PROOF.
6D

IHI

...!..

6D

Fn'=Fn with n 2 (Fn'-F)~Z' a.s., where Z'=Z=B 0 °F. Let Fn'* be a bootstrap sample empirical
...!..

6j)

6j)

d.f. of size n from Fn'· As before, we have n 2 (Fn'* -Fn')~z· =Z'. By Skorohod-Dudley-Wichura
6D

H

...!..

again, (for a given sequence Fn', with n 2 (Fn'-F)~Z') we can construct Fn'*'=Fn'* with
IHI

...!..

6D

2
n (Fn'*' - Fn')~Z*'=Z*a.s.

Thus
IHI

...!..

n 2 (Fn'*'-F)~Z*'+Z'
and
IHI

...!..

n 2 (Fn'- F)~Z'.
So
I

I

I

2
2
2
n (cp(Fn'*')-cp(Fn')) = n (#..Fn'*') - cp(F)) - n (cp(Fn') - cp(F))

~dcp(F)·(Z*'

+ Z')

- dcp(F)·Z'

= dcp(F)·Z*'
and hence, by continuity of .Y,, dcp(F)· Z - a.s.
I

..p(n 2 (#..Fn'*') - cp(Fn')))~..p(dcp(F)·Z*') a.s.
Since
...!..

6j)•

...!..

..p(n 2 (#..Fn'*')-cp(Fn')))=..p(n 2 (cp(Fn'*)-cp(Fn'))
(equality of bootstrap distributions -Fn' is fixed at present) we have for our sequence Fn', a.s.,
...!..

6j)•

..p(n 2 (#..Fn'*) - #..Fn ')))~..p(dcp(F)·Z)
Thus
I

d(f..*[..p(n 2 (#..Fn'*) - #..Fn')))],f[..p(dcp(F)·Z)])~O
6j)

a.s.. One can check that the left-hand side here is a measurable function of Fn'=Fn. Thus we may
conclude
p

...!..

d(f..*[..p(n 2 (#..Fn *) - #..Fn)))],f[..p(dcp(F)·Z)])~O.
The further result for the case when ..p(dcp(F)·Z) is continuously distributed is obtained similarly.
NOTE

on
I

D

1. This proof used the fact that if Fn is a sequence of fixed non-random distribution functions

R 1,

...!..

IHI

with n 2 (Fn -F)~Z, and Fn * is the empirical based on a sample of size n from Fn, then

n 2 (Fn * - Fn) converges in distribution just as if Fn had not depended on n. So the proof can be
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extended to !RP and other norms, provided this implication still holds; i.e. that the bootstrap applied
to the empirical process itself works. See GAENSSLER (1987) for results in this direction.
NOTE 2. The same proof shows that, under the same hypotheses on Fn and
~

cp,

p

A(e*(n 2 (cp(Fn *)-cp(Fn))),e(_dcp(F)·B 00F))-'>0
where A is Pollard's bounded Lipschitz metric for weak convergence in his more general sense,

A(P,Q) = sup{IEpf-EQ.fl:bounded,measurablefwith lf(x)-f(Y)l:s;;;llx-yll Vx,y}.
NOTE 3. Typical examples for these theorems would be: the Kaplan-Meier median (only
differentiable at a point, targentially to a subspace; and not continuously differentiable); or taking 'If!
to be the supremum norm of a function in D(IR), one can apply them to constructing bootstrap
confidence bounds for such empirical processes as the total time on test plot or the residual quantile
lifetime function (based on the Kaplan-Meier estimator), again only compactly differentiable at a
point. (Differentiability tangentially to a certain subspace is easily incorporated in the theorem). In all
these examples we work in the usual random censorship model, for which we can easily embed the
bivariate observations (X;,8;), 8; =O orl, into the real line.
3. NONPARAMETRIC MAXIMUM LIKELIHOOD ESTIMATION
Much literature is devoted to discussions of how a nonparametric maximum likelihood estimator
(NPMLE) should be defined; see especially KIEFER & WOLFOWITZ (1956), SCHOLZ (1980), JOHANSEN
(1978, 1983), and JACOBSEN (1984). (We do not discuss here the alternative ways of adapting the
maximum likelihood principle employed in the method of sieves, GRENANDER (1981); or the method
of penalized likelihood, see GEMAN & HWANG (1982) for a comparison of these two principles).
From the point of view of large sample theory these discussions have been, at least till now,
irrelevant: there is also no theory of large sample properties of NPMLE's which is relevant to any
interesting practical examples.
Two points are central in these discussions. Firstly, since typically no dominating measure exists in
such problems (think of the problem of estimating an arbitrary unknown distribution function F) one
cannot define the NPMLE by just "maximizing a density". Kiefer & Wolfowitz's approach is to consider pairwise comparisons only. So we say that a is an MLE based on data X from the model
{P a:aE<!e}, where ce may be infinite-dimensional and Pa is the distribution of X on the sample space
'X under a, if

dPa
dPa
dµ (X)~dµ(X)
for all aE<!e and µ:»Pa, Pa; so we take a different µ - e.g. Pa+ Pa' - when comparing each
a, a'E<!e (Scholz addresses the problem that dP aidµ is only defined µ-a.e., so this definition depends
on an arbitrary choice of versions of Radon-Nikodym derivatives).
Secondly, even with this sensible definition, an MLE often just does not exist. Consider for example
the model: X 1, ••• , Xn is a random sample from a continuous distribution F. The empirical distribution function Fn should be the NPMLE, but unfortunately it is discrete and hence not in the parameter space. In such a simple example an obvious discrete extension of the original continuous model
exists. However in more complicated models for an essentially continuous phenomenon - e.g. Cox's
(1972) regression model - several different discrete extensions of the model can be constructed, each
a natural extension from some point of view, but each leading to a different NPMLE. Typically, at an
underlying "continuous" point in the model, the different estimators are asymptotically equivalent.
See JOHANSEN (1983) and JACOBSEN (1984) for some examples of this.
Our approach suggests that this search for "the correct discrete extension" of a given continuous
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model has been addressing the wrong criteria. If one is interested in NPMLE's because of their hopefully good asymptotic properties at a point in the original model, one should try to extend score functions (or likelihood equations) from continuous to discrete points in the parameter space in as smooth
a way as possible, in particular so as to obtain differentiability at an underlying continuous point in
the model. One must be able to approximate a continuous point arbitrarily well with discrete ones,
not vica-versa. The extended score function at a point a in the extended parameter space need not
even correspond to an actual model - i.e. a distribution Pa - for the observations X.
We shall return to this second point later. For the time being, we will follow the Kiefer-Wolfowitz
definition of an MLE and suppose that our parameter space is large enough that it exists. By means
of examples, we show that the NPMLE is often determined as the solution of the likelihood equations
for a collection of smooth parametric submodels. These equations are in fact precisely. the "selfconsistency" equations introduced by EFRON (1967) and more recently studied, using von Mises
methods based on Frechet differentiability, by CROWLEY & TSAI (1985).
Suppose we have data X coming from some model {P a:aEa} where the parameter space is some
large (i.e. infinite dimensional) collection of e.g. distribution functions, cumulative hazard functions,
or pairs, each consisting of such an object together with a Euclidean parameter. Our claim is that in
many such examples, one can construct mappings q,(a,h,O)Ea:aE@..,hEH,OER such that q,(a,h,O)=a
for all h. Thus for each a Ea and h EH, the model {P <P(a,h,8) :0 ER} is a one-dimensional parametric
submodel of the original model, which passes (at O=O) through the point Pa· Here H can sometimes
be interpreted as a set of directions, or as indexing the possible directions with which such a
parametric sub-model passes through the point Pa· Later (in Part II) we also consider twodimensional parametric submodels generated by mappings q,(a,h,k ;O,i[I) within which our onedimensional submodels are nested: q,(a,h,O)=q,(a;h,k ;0,0)=q,(a;k,h ;0,0) for all a,h,k,O.
Now if {P <P(a,h,8):0ER} is a dominated family of probability measures for each a and h, if the
corresponding density is a differentiable function of 0 for all x E'!X, and if an NPMLE a=a(X) exists,
then we must have:

a

Uh(a;X) =

o

for all h EH

(19)

where
Uh(a;X) = :o log lik (0,X ;a,h )lll=O

(20)

. O
dP <P(a h 8)
lik ( ;x;a,h) =
d~ ' (x)

(21)

and

for a suitably chosen dominating measure µ.=p.(_a,h). In many examples a(X) is actually uniquely
determined by the equations (19).
In other examples, modelling a continuous phenomenon, an NPMLE according to the KieferWolfowitz criterium may not exist and correspondingly (19) may not have a solution. However it
often then happens that the function Uh(a;X) can be extended in a natural way from aEa to aE~ for
some larger set@, on which (19) does have a solution.
Let us illustrate these ideas by a series of examples.

ExAMPLE 1. The empirical distribution function.
Suppose X 1, ••• , Xn are a random sample from some distribution function F on Rd, which is completely unknown. So we identify the parameter a with F and the parameter space a with <?J; the set of
all d.f.'s on Rd. Let H be the space of all bounded measurable functions on Rd. For any d.f. F, any
h EH, and for all 0eR 1 sufficiently close to 0, define a distribution function q,(F,h, 0) absolutely continuous with respect to F by
~(F. h 0) = _l_+_Oh_
dF ' '
(l+Oh)dF

f
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Then the distribution of X=(Xi. ... ,Xn) under cp(F,h,8) is dominated by its distribution under F
itself, with Radon-Nikodym derivative

n 1+fJh(X.)

II

lik (fJ;X;F,h) =

I

i=I j(l +fJh)dF
So
log lik (fJ;X;F,h)= ~log(l +fJh(X;)) - n log/(1 +fJh)dF
and

:(J

Uh(F;X) =

log lik (fJ;X;F,h)lo=o

= ~h(X;)-n fhdF
= n /hd(Fn-F)=n j(h- jhdF)dFn

where Fn is the empirical distribution function based on X 1,
(19) reduce to

J

n hd(Fn -

.F} =

••• ,

Xn. So the likelihood equations
(22)

Vh EH

0
A

which has the unique solution F=Fn. In fact H could have been reduced to the collection of quadrant indicator functions 1(-oo,xJ•xEIRd, in which case (19) becomes
A

n(Fn(x) - F(x))=O

(23)

VxEIRd

Typically we will find that the likelihood equations can be reduced to a collection "of the same
dimension" as the parameter space @.. In the i.i.d. case it is always so that the likelihood equations
depend on the data through its empirical d.f., moreover the dependence is linear. Thus considering
Uh for each h EH as the component of a vector (or evaluation of a function) U, we rewrite (19) as

nU(an,Fn)

=0

(24)

where U maps cex {empirical d.f.'s } to a new space of similar structure to ~ and where U is linear in
Fn. Under the usual interchange (if valid) of expectation and integration, the expected side of the left
hand sides of ( 19) and (24) are zero and we have Fisher consistency of the NPMLE an: letting Fa
denote the d.f. of one observation under Pa, we have U(a,Fa)=O.
ExAMPLE 2 Grouped and censored data from an unknown distribution
Continuing ExAMPLE 1, suppose we do not actually observe the random sample Xi. ... ,Xn itself, but
only some many-to-one function of this sample. For instance, we might only observe for each i the
pair (X; ldX;), lB,(X;)) where B; k!Rd are known (non-random) sets, e.g. intervals. Thus for each i the
value of X; is observed if it falls in B;, otherwise one only observes the occurrence of the event
"X; <1.B;". In the case d= l, if B; =(- oo,a;] for each i and some constants a; EIR, this is the familiar
model of (fixed) right censoring. More general specifications lead to general models for grouped or
censored data. (For instance, with bivariated censored data, the B;'s have to be taken as random sets
determined by the underlying survival times and censoring times jointly). TuRNBULL (1976) discusses
an estimator of the underlying d.f. F of the X;'s based on grouped or censored data which in the
model with the B;'s is defined as the limit, if it exists, of the iterations:
p(k+l)

l
n

x - -

( ) -

f

if X; is observed
{1(-oo,xJ(Xi)
EF-'1{1(-oo,xJ(X*)IX* <1.B;} if X; is not observed

Here X* is drawn from the distribution

F(k)>

(25)

the current estimate of Fat the k'th iteration. This
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simple algorithm has great intuitive appeal and can be considered as the application of the EMalgorithm ( DEMPSTER, LAIRD & RUBIN, 1977) to this problem. However almost nothing is known
about large-sample properties of the resulting estimator except in some very special situations (e.g. the
d = 1, right censoring case, when we obtain the well-known product-limit estimator as limit provided a
sensible initial choice p<0> is made; and the double censoring problem, CHANG & YANG, 1988)
We can relate the algorithm directly to the score equation (23) of ExAMPLE 1, and to EFRON's
(1967) self-consistency principle, as follows. Let X=(Xi. ... ,Xn) be the not completely observable
underlying sample from F, and let Y=g(X) be the observable data where g is some many-to-one
map. Consider a parametric submodel in which Y has density fy(y ;fJ) too. Usually we will then have

a

a

aologfy(y ;fJ) = Eo(aolog/x(X;fJ)IY=y).

(26)

To confirm this, note that for y = g(x) we have
fx(x ;fJ) = fy(y ;fJ)fx1Y=,(x ;fJ).

So taking logarithms, differentiating with respect to fJ, substituting X for x, and finally taking expectations with respect to the conditional distribution of X given Y=y, we obtain (26) since if the usual
interchange of iteration and differentiation is valid,

E, [:o logf.\jY=y(X;8) IY=y]

= 0.

Thus for the parametric submodel of ExAMPLE 1,

°

00

log lik(fJ; Y ;F,h >lo=o

= E, [
= Ep

~log tik(O;X ;F,h) Ir] 10=0

(n Jhd(Fn-F) IY)

since c/>(F,h,O)=F

= n [Ep(Fn(x)IY)-F(x)] if h=lc-oo,x).
Therefore the score equations (19) reduce in this case to the equations
n [E;(Fn(x)IY)-F(x)] =O

cf. (23). Since Fn(x)=

!~1(-oo,xJ(Xi),
I

VxEIRd,

(27)

it can be verified that when the function g has the special form
A

described above, substituting p<k> = p<k + 1>=Fin (25) gives exactly (27). Thus a limit of the iterations
(25) is a solution of the score equations (19).
Our final example is a simple prototype of the problems which originally motivated this study: Cox's
( 1972) regression model for which the NPMLE does have all the nice large sample properties one
could hope for (see ANDERSEN & GILL 1982; JOHANSEN, 1983; BEGUN et al, 1983; DZHAPARIDZE,
1985); and CLAYTON & Cuz1cK's (1985a, 1985b) model for dependent survival data, for which very
little is known (see GILL 1985; BICKEL 1985, 1986). Both these semi-parametric models contain as a
special case the non-parametric model of censored survival data with unknown cumulative hazard
function. This problem is also a special case of ExAMPLE 2, with d = 1 and in which one parametrizes
by the function A(t)= f (l-F(s-))- 1dF(s) instead of by F.
110,11
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ExAMPLE 3. Estimation _of the cumulative hazard r_ate with censored data.
Suppose we have data (X,.,A;), i= 1, ... ,n, where (X,.,A;)=(min(X;,a;), l{X;~a;}) for some constants a;
and i.i.d. X,. with d.f. F on R + having density (with respect to Lebesgue measure) f, and hazard rate
}\=JI(1- F). Suppose in fact a;~ 1 for all i so that we can work on the real interval [O, l ]. The cumu-

lative hazard function A is defined (in this case) by
A(t) = lo'J\(s)ds ;
if F(l)<l then A(l)<oo. In fact A(t)= -log(l -F(t)) for such continuous F.
We now have a dominated family of distributions of our data, with likelihood function (or RadonNikodym derivative)

l

~ (1- F(Xt))
(1- F(X;)) 1 -~ = II [ J(X,.!
ITf(Xd~'
; 1-F(X,.)
;
= Ill\(Xt)~' exp( - A(X;)) .
i

Define empirical processes
N(t) = #{i:X,.~t, A;=l},

Y(t) = # {i:X,.;;;;i:t} ;
observation of these is equivalent to observation of the empirical d.f. of the data. Then we have
I

I

log lik = lo log;\(t)N(dt) - lo Y(s)A(s)ds .

(28)

In fact under many different probability mechanisms for censoring and also under left truncation; see
WooDROOFE (1985), ANDERSEN et al (1988); the 'log likelihood is of precisely this form. (It is also
obtained under censored observation of a renewal process). More generally still, we obtain this log
likelihood for observation of a counting process Nin AALEN's (1978) multiplicative intensity model.
This model arises in many situations, e.g. in censored observation of time inhomogeneous Markov
processes. In some of these models an obvious "discrete" version of the originally "continuous" model
does not exist, or several different ones are equally sensible.
We can write the log likelihood ratio of one cumulative hazard function A with respect to another,
Ao, as

f.' tog [::. (t)l N(dt) - f. Y(s )(A(ds)- J\o(ds ))
1

(29)

(the difference between two versions of (28)). Parametrizing now by A instead of by A, we shall maintain this expression as a log likelihood ratio for all finite positive measures A, Ao on [O, 1] such that
A «Ao. In fact this usually only gives the proper answer when A and Ao are continuous and the
wrong answer when they are discrete; however as far as constructing an estimator and deriving its
large sample properties are concerned this should not matter as long as the "true model" has A continuous.
Defining <l>(A,h, 0) as the cumulative hazard function which is absolutely continuous with respect to
A with Radon-Nikodym derivative

dp(A,h,0) = 1+Oh
'
dA
1
for heH={ bounded measurable functions on [0,1]} and 0 in some interval around OeR , we can
now obtain the likelihood equations

• :o (lo log(l+Oh)dN 1

1

lo YOhdA]1 11 =o=O
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for this family: they are simply:
I

fo h(dN-YdA)=O
A

'rfhEH;

or equivalently just

fo\dN-YdA)=O

'rftE[O,l]

This has as solution
A

-

rt N(ds)

A(t) - lo Y(s) '

tE[O,l]

which is the well known "empirical cumulative hazard function" or Nelson-Aalen estllllittor, and
which turns up in all the previously mentioned counting process, Markov and semi Markov (Markov
renewal) models (see ANDERSEN & BORGAN, 1985, GILL, 1983, ANDERSEN, BORGAN, GILL & KEIDING, 1988, for reviews and further references).
It is especially important to notice in ExAMPLE 3 the appearance of integrals (over an interval in Iii 1 )
of one empirical process with respect to another or with respect to the parameter A. This is the reason

for our detailed look in Section 2.3. at the function «P(x,y)~ j xdy mapping D(R)2 to D(R). The
fact that q, is not continuously differentiable (at least, under ilie-Sfip norm) rules out (in all interesting
examples) the possibility of applying the implicit function theorem when deriving large-sample properties of the solution of (19), considered as a function of a suitably chosen empirical process or
distribution function; cf. TSAI & CROWLEY (1985).
Returning briefly to the "extension problem" in EXAMPLE 3, we could also have written the original
continuous data likelihood function as
0

a

lik

= Il{(l\(t)dN<t)(l-Y(t)l\(t)dt) 1-dN(t)}

using product integral notation, cf. GILL & JOHANSEN (1987). Thus the log likelihood ratio (29) can
also be written as

_M_ ldN(t) [ 1- Y(t)dA(t) l I-dN(t)}]
log [II { [ dAo (t)
1- Y(t)dAo(t)

(30)

t

Maintaining this expression for A «:Ao which are not absolutely continuous with respect to Lebesgue
measure gives a different discrete extension to the model (or rather, its score equapons, which is all we
are interested in). Coincidentally both (29) and (30) lead to the same NPMLE A. However in more
complicated versions of these models - Cox's regression model and Clayton & Cuzick's dependent
survival times model for instance - the two analogous extensions lead to different NPMLE's.
JOHANSEN (1983) essentially chose (29) which is analytically simpler, and that is what counts if one
wants simple proofs of large sample properties.
4. AsYMPTOTIC OPTIMALITY OF THE NPMLE
In a forthcoming paper (Part II) it will be shown that if an NPMLE is consistent, then it is asymptotically efficient: at least, under a suitable (large) collection of regularity conditions. We restrict
attention to the estimation of a cumulative hazard function A in an i.i.d. setup modelled after ExAMPLE 3 in Section 3; but this is not the only example covered by any means. One could also add a
parametric component so as to cover the Cox regression model or the Clayton & Cuzick dependent
survival times (frailty) model. One could also add a parametric component so as to cover the Cox
regression model or the Clayton & Cuzick dependent survival times (frailty) model.
One of the regularity conditions will be the assumption that the NPMLE is a Hadamard
differentiable function of the empirical d.f. of the data (for the Clayton & Cuzick model this is still an
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open question). Together with the consistency assumption this forces the functional concerned to
yield the true par~eter at the true d.f.; and von Mises theory then yields immediately asymptotic
normality of yn(An -A). So the main task is to identify the limiting covariance structure and to
show that it coincides with the "inverse Fisher information" as generalized to infinite-dimensional
parameters by BEGUN et al. (1983). This is an annoyingly delicate affair; most of the difficulties and
new regularity conditions are concerned with our choice of parametrization (A itself) and emphasis on
log likelihood, while the &-based theory of Begun et al. looks at root densities, both of the data and
as parametrization (i.e. ydA/dAo for fixed Ao instead of A). However the main idea is simple and
is modelled on the classical parametric-case proof of asymptotic efficiency of Vn-consistent
solutions-of-likelihood-equations, which goes back to FISHER (1927).
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